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im not a fan of having to restart a level, so theres really no way to save progress in the mobile
version. it sucks to have to redo a lot of levels when you lose your connection, but its a necessary

evil. in the switch version, we can save progress and continue at a later time, which is a big
improvement. theres a lot of units in the mobile version of evil defenders. in fact, there are too

many. after a while, youll get tired of the basic units because there just arent enough of them. theres
no customization, either. theres only three different units to choose from at any one time. in the

switch version, we can choose the units, and theyre very customizable. we can change their speed,
their attack type, and we can even change their skin color. your mission is to protect your

community from a hoard of monsters that are constantly attempting to invade. use the terrain youve
got constructed to your advantage and capture the hills in order to protect your people. you can also
upgrade your defenses and construct defensive towers on the map. then youll be able to help you in

controlling the map. the gameplay in evil defenders is so easy that you can enjoy it despite the
challenge involved. its no longer the case when you play it online; it is still a good game nonetheless.

the objective of the game is to safely and successfully defend the territory from the attacks of the
evil enemies. you are able to build defenses and purchase upgrades at the point of the game. the

gameplay is simple and its very straightforward. the game is the most effective kind of fun and you
can experience it once you play it online. although the game isnt hard, it can be challenging if you

play it on the very first difficulty level, since you arent very prepared for that kind of a game.
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